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New ‘one-size-fits-all’ Circulation Unit from ESBE
Swedish hydronics manufacturer ESBE launches an innovative new Circulation Unit. Its prime feature is a
unit with progressive design that means one single model will be suitable in a broad range of heating
conditions, covering heating systems up to 40 kW. Benefits range from stock reduction in wholesale to
lowered demands for dimensioning, support as well as ensured functionality.
The new Circulation Unit is built to comply with ErP Regulations and has a form-fitted insulation shell with
electronic components outside for long life and minimal heat leakage. It is only available with low-energy
circulation pumps.
With the same basic design Circulation Unit models are available also with outdoor controlled, actuated
bivalent or thermostatic control or as a basic pass-through model.
ESBE Circulation Units come preconfigured and factory tested to ensure perfect functionality and a quick
and easy installation procedure. The insulation shell is removable in parts to provide quick access to
individual components during installation, trimming and service.
The complete range is provided in a box with handle on top for easy handling and with all documentation
and accessories packed.
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About ESBE
ESBE manufactures, develops and markets valves and actuators that regulate fluid-based systems in small and large buildings. The products deliver
better energy utilisation, comfort and safety in systems for heating, cooling and delivery of tap water. Rising energy prices and increasing demands
on comfort and convenience are crucial factors in all homes. The ESBE family, which is continually growing, currently comprises just over 200
employees and has annual sales of approx. SEK 400 million. The head office and manufacturing plant is located at Reftele in Sweden. Our own sales
companies run marketing and sales in the Nordic region, Germany, France, Italy, Austria, Poland and Turkey. In addition, ESBE operates through
distributors in just over 20 countries.

